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SYNOPSIS
Dineo is the definition of serial monogamist. She dates to fall in love; she falls in love to get
married. But she never gets married. She always ends up being dumped. When she meets
Lunga Sibiya, he seems to be the man she’s waited her whole life for, a man who shares her
values when it comes to love and relationships. Or so she thinks… Until she accidentally finds
out that the man she was busy planning her forever with, had been planning his forever with
someone else. After a messy breakup with Lunga, her commitment-phobic bestie, Noni, helps
Dineo face what she dreads most: life as a single woman.
Forced to move out of Lunga’s apartment, Dineo seeks refuge with Noni. But letting go of
another failed relationship is hard for Dineo. Now at her lowest point, Noni encourages Dineo
to enjoy the spoils of singledom. Have fun. Meet new people. Become her own person. It’s
an intimidating notion for Dineo. She hasn’t been single in years. But Noni is happy to be her
guide. Together, they take the city night life by storm.
But love is a difficult thing to avoid: Noni unexpectedly finds herself falling for an unlikely man
and Dineo struggles to sidestep the traps of her romantic flaws. This is further complicated
when Lunga realises the mistake he’s made and declares his undying love to Dineo, wanting
her back. Is Dineo strong enough to honour the new version of herself or will her fear of
loneliness have her running back into Lunga’s arms?
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ABOUT THE FILM
‘Seriously Single’ was shot on location in Johannesburg. The film will be released in cinemas
in 2020 and is the latest project to come out of the Emerging Black Filmmakers
Transformation Fund (EBFTF).
The film stars Fulu Mugovhani as Dineo, who is known to local audiences from her leading
role in Ayanda (2015), a performance that earned her many awards and nominations. It also
features actor, comedian, author and producer Tumi Morake (‘3 Days to Go’, ‘Kota Life Crisis’,
‘Red Cake - Not the Cooking Show’). Tumi Morake is also part of the Netflix series ‘Comedians
of the World’. The male leads of the film are Bohang Moeko (‘Is'thunzi’, ‘The Queen’ and
‘Housekeepers’) and Yonda Thomas (‘Isidingo’, ‘Saints and Sinners’).
Written by Lwazi Mvusi who wrote and directed the 2018 feature ‘Farewell Ella Bella’, the
film is produced by siblings Tshepo, Katleho and Rethabile Ramaphakela of Burnt Onion
Productions, a company that has produced numerous award-winning television drama and
sitcoms; lifestyle and reality shows.
‘Seriously Single’ is directed by Katleho Ramaphakela and Rethabile Ramaphakela, who will
be making their feature film directing debut.
The film was made with the support of the Industrial Development Corporation (IDC), the
National Film and Video Foundation (NFVF) and Department of Trade and Industry (DTI),
through the Emerging Black Filmmakers Transformation Fund (EBFTF).

ABOUT BURNT ONION PRODUCTIONS
Burnt Onion Productions is a Johannesburg-based film and television production company
established in 2008. The company has produced short form and long from content, for various
local and international broadcasters, including SABC1, SABC2, SABC3, Multichoice and Viacom
(BET, MTV Base, MTV, Comedy Central, Nickelodeon). The productions include awardnominated drama series, sitcoms, lifestyle shows and reality shows with the company being
a recipient of a South African Film and Television Award for the 2014 comedy, ‘Check-Coast’,
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2017 sitcom ‘Thuli noThulani’, and 2017 comedy drama series ‘Bedford Wives’. Bedford Wives
is available for streaming worldwide on Amazon Prime. Burnt Onion Productions is currently
in development with a slate of nine feature films, funded by the National Film and Video
Foundation in South Africa.
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WRITER’S NOTE: LWAZI MVUSI
The film is essentially a quirky, witty comedy about what it means to be black and female in
the South African dating world. It touches on what women have to deal with when it comes
to sex and men and how society expects women to behave. But at the heart of it, it’s about
two friends trying to find their version of love: romantic love, love as friends and self-love.
We get to watch as these two characters try to define themselves in an ever-changing
environment where you have to deal with life in the real world and life on social media.
A close friend of mine told me a story about her sister who had been with a man for years.
One day, she opened her newspaper and found out that he got married over the weekend.
He never told her he was engaged and fully expected their relationship to continue as it was
despite him getting married. Whenever I retold this story to other friends, family members
and strangers, everyone had a similar story or knew someone who went through the same
thing.
It got me thinking about these women who dedicate their lives to their relationships with
men, fully believing he is the one, even when it’s completely obvious that he isn’t. How do
they become so delusional and, when it all falls apart, how do they get through such incredible
pain and find their self-love again?
Even though this is a quintessential chick flick, I wanted to explore this journey of healing from
a broken heart and the power female friendships have in rebuilding oneself. And, as a
seriously single woman myself, I wanted to tell a story that celebrates the resilience of the
single woman amongst the insanity she endures in the wild world of dating.

Q&A: DIRECTOR AND PRODUCER RETHABILE & KATLEHO RAMAPHAKELA
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How would you describe the film?
The film is a quirky and fun look into the lives of two black women trying to navigate the world
of friendship, love and relationships.
What makes the story so topical?
Everyone is essentially looking for their happily ever after and most us have been sold the
notion that the fairy tale ending, that we see in the movies, is attainable. The story focuses
on the romantic and sexual exploits of the black and upwardly mobile boys and girls in their
early thirties. In this world of carefully constructed images, secret one-night stands and
hedonistic fast paced living- is it possible to find true love for oneself or for another? Where
an easy hook up is just a swipe away, Dineo, Noni, Max and Lunga are all caught in the tornado
of finding the answer to this very question in the hope that love in all its forms may survive in
the city.
The film also looks at the idea that you need to be with someone to feel whole. We are
constantly sold the narrative that we need to find ‘The One’ and people often put themselves
through hell trying to find this one person, not realising that sometimes, ‘The One’ is you.
How did you go about casting the film and what was important about the choices
you made?
We went the traditional route of sending out casting briefs to agents and then seeing as many
people as we possibly could. The most important thing for us was comedic timing, we needed
actors that could play the beats of the story without overacting.
Finding Dineo and Noni was our main priority and when we did find potentials, that had the
comedic timing, the next step was to ensure that there was chemistry between the two lead
actresses. So, we had another round of call-backs where we allowed our shortlisted actresses
to play with each other. Fulu and Tumi were an unexpected pairing but they were just magic
together, it felt as if they had been friends for years and that’s the magic we needed on
screen.
Once we cast our two female leads, we went on to cast the men. We followed exactly the
same casting process but this time around, Tumi and Fulu got to play alongside the shortlisted
male actors until we found the chemistry and playfulness we needed between Lunga and
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Dineo, and Max and Noni. As you will see in the film, Bohang and Yonda are comedy gold and
you can totally see why women would fall for them.
What was it like to shoot the film in Johannesburg?
We grew up in Johannesburg, so it was the perfect setting for a film about dating.
Johannesburg is essentially a melting pot of people and cultures, where a construction worker
will cat call you and the guy you actually want to call you, will ghost you. With so many people
in this city, hearts are bound to get broken, friendships will be made and you may just find
the one that you are looking for.
We shot in and around the hotspots of Jozi from Melville to Sandton to Maboneng. It will feel
very familiar and authentic to audiences but still relatable if you know nothing about this city.
One of the best locations is a location that you will see at the end of the film (you have to
watch it to know what we’re talking about), the location is a metaphor for freedom and selfacceptance (some of the themes of the film). That was particularly magical to shoot.
Tell us about the style of the movie.
We’re dubbing the film as the anti-romcom. Yes, it follows romcom conventions, but with a
fun twist. The twist is that this story is not actually about a girl meeting a boy and falling in
love; the real romance is between these two best friends and their trials and tribulations as
they make sense of their world and their versions of love. It is a feel-good film which is upbeat
and fast paced and meant to make you laugh.

Give a brief description of the main players and how each drives the story.
Dineo is a delusional optimist when it comes to matters of the heart. She’s hardly ever had a
break in between relationships, as she thinks it’s better to have someone – even if it’s the
wrong person – rather than to be alone. What she fails to see is that just because someone is
alone, it doesn’t mean that they are lonely. A message that Noni constantly tries to instill in
her.
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Noni is jaded when it comes to love. She believes that if it’s too good to be true, then it
probably is. Her one rule of dating – never get attached and they can never hurt you. But in
keeping everyone else at arm’s length, she ensures that no one sees the vulnerabilities and
insecurities which lie beneath her confident exterior. But love is a tricky thing to avoid.
Lunga is annoyingly hot. He has classic pretty boy looks, a charming smile and an athletic
physique, with the abs to boot – yes, annoying. On the surface, he’s a nice guy and says all the
right things at all the right times, which is why women gravitate towards him. He knows he
has power over women and enjoys the challenge of the chase. In his mind, he wants the
happily ever after, but he still has a lot of growing up to do.
Max is considered a black hipster even though he despises the term. He is naturally funny and
sarcastic, with an eccentric look about him that girls find attractive. He is a well-read, free
spirited, optimistic. He loves love and is a romantic, but girls often leave him because he is too
“nice.”
Who is the target market for the film?
We are targeting black women between the ages of 18-35 for this film. They are upwardly
mobile, career and lifestyle-focused, image conscious and they crave good entertainment that
tells their stories. They jump between modernity and tradition, constantly trying to define
being a black woman in our socio-political landscape. But most importantly, they value female
friendships.

What are you most proud of having achieved with this film?
Firstly, the fact that we have completed our first feature film. This is a huge achievement. It
was a completely different experience to how we have made our television shows. It was truly
a collaborative effort where each department brought their expertise to bringing the film
from the page to the screen. For our first film, we are really proud to have achieved what we
did. We wanted to create a feel-good movie that women can see together with their
girlfriends. I think we have managed to achieve that.
How did you raise the finance for the film?
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We responded to the call out for the EBFTF (Emerging Black Filmmakers Transformation Fund)
which was put out on NFVF website. The application process requires you to be ready to go
into production on your feature film, so you need to have a packaged film that has a script, a
director and the lead cast. We had completed packaging on ‘Seriously Single’ and were trying
to close the financing, so the timing was perfect for the film. Once we submitted all the
relevant documentation, as per the application form, we were fortunate enough to be
shortlisted, where we pitched our project to a panel that included the IDC, NFVF, DTI and
distributors. Once successful, the normal application processes with the IDC and DTI had to
commence, in order to get all the funding in place.
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BIOGRAPHIES - CAST
Fulu Mugovhani – Dineo
Fulu Mugovhani graduated from Tshwane University of Technology in 2011, having studied
musical theatre. She made her television debut in the role of Nikki in the Mzansi Magic
musical comedy-drama television miniseries ‘Remix’, in 2013. Also, in that year, she took on
the role of Anzani, a young aspirant photojournalist who must deal with preconceptions
about her values and ambitions because of her association with the trashy tabloid that is
Secrets, in the e.tv soapie ‘Scandal!’.
In 2015, she played the title role in ‘Ayanda’, directed by Sara Blecher, a role that earned her
many awards and nominations, including the Golden Horn Award for Best Actress in a Feature
Film, and the Africa Movie Academy Award for Best Actress in a Leading Role including Africa
Movie Academy Awards, South Africa Film and Television Awards and Africa International
Film Festival awards. In 2017 Fulu joined the cast of the SABC3 soapie ‘Isidingo’ in the
recurring role of Grace. She also starred in ‘The Lucky Specials’, a feature-length edutainment
film. Later that year she landed her first starring television role in the second season of the
Mzansi Magic boxing-themed soapie ‘Ring of Lies’, playing the role of Rendani, a feisty, sexy
Musangwe fighter who defies her conservative father to pursue her dream of becoming a
champion boxer.
Tumi Morake – Noni
Tumi Morake is an award-winning actress and comedian. She began her stand-up career in
2006 and soon became South Africa’s ‘First Lady of Comedy’. Her career has taken her all over
Africa, including Ghana, Botswana and Zimbabwe. She also made an appearance at the 2013
Edinburgh Festival in Scotland. In 2018, Tumi was announced as one of the 47 comedians who
would appear on Netflix’s ‘Comedians of the World’.
Tumi went on to star in shows such as ‘Izoso Connexion’ (2006), ‘High Rollers’ (2013), ‘Kota
Life Crisis’ (2014), ‘Laugh Out Loud’, ‘Rockville’, ‘Soul Buddyz’, ‘The Queen’, and ‘The Bantu
Hour’. She is also a successful TV presenter. She has hosted hit shows such as ‘Our Perfect
Wedding’, ‘Red Cake - Not the Cooking Show’ and her own talk show, ‘WTFTumi’. When she
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is not acting or presenting you can find Tumi on radio. She has presented shows on Jacaranda
FM and Motsweding FM.
Bohang Moeko – Lunga Sibiya
Bohang Moeko is a South African model and actor known for his role as Slick Vic Media's
creative director Victor Ndou on the Mzansi Magic soapie ‘Zabalaza’ in 2015. He was also a
finalist in the 2013 Mr South Africa competition. After working as a quantity surveyor for two
years, he relocated from Durban to Johannesburg to pursue his dream of becoming an actor.
He landed a role in Mzansi Magic’s ‘Is'thunzi’ in 2018, and then the channel’s local drama
‘Housekeepers’. Bohang has appeared in commercials for Castle Draught and Hansa Pilsner.
He plays Trevor on ‘The Queen’ , Tshepo on Etv’s ‘Scandal!’ and Lefa Matabane on the popular
SABC 3 soapie ‘Isidingo’. In early 2019, he bagged a role in a US series ‘The Hot Zone’,
portraying the role of Dr Musoke who treats a patient infected with Ebola.
Yonda Thomas – Max
Yonda Thomas is known for his starring role as Mvelo Nobela in the SABC1 drama series
‘Fallen’, in 2011. He was previously a Top 5 finalist on the SABC1 reality competition ‘Class
Act’ in 2010. After making it to the Top 5 of ‘Class Act’, he was offered representation by
series judge and actor rep Moonyeenn Lee and her MLA agency. Subsequently he landed a
role as a customs officer, Mathew, on the British drama series ‘Wild at Heart’. He was later
offered a contract to play the role of Damon, a bartender, on the SABC2 soapie ‘Muvhango’.
In 2011 he landed his first starring role on television, headlining the SABC1 drama ‘Fallen’. In
2012 he had a guest starring role on the e.tv anthology series ‘Mzansi Love: Kasi Style’. He
also starred as Monde Kunene in the SABC1 science fiction television series Room 9, from
2012-2013. In 2013 he had a guest starring role as Tony on the Mzansi Magic telenovela
‘isiBaya’. In 2016 he was cast as Majola on ‘Isidingo’, a police officer who arrived to take over
Eddie's responsibilities when Eddie was suspended.

BIOGRAPHIES – PRODUCTION TEAM
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Katleho Ramaphakela & Rethabile Ramaphakela – The Directing Duo
Katleho Ramaphakela and Rethabile Ramaphakela have been working as TV writers and
producers for over 10 years. Their names have become synonymous with comedy in South
Africa, having won the best writing for a TV Comedy award at the 2015 SAFTAS for their
mockumentary series, ‘Check-Coast’ as well as their 2017 sitcom, ‘Thuli noThulani’. Their
award-winning comedy drama series, ‘Bedford Wives’ (2017), is available for streaming
worldwide on Amazon Prime. The comedy duo has directed a number of online skits and now
they are set to make their directorial debut with the ‘anti-romcom’ feature film, ‘Seriously
Single’.
Katleho Ramaphakela – Director, Producer
Katleho Ramaphakela is an award-winning South African television producer and writer. He
holds a BCom Accounting degree from the University of Johannesburg in South Africa and
has, throughout the years, garnered experience across all spheres of television and film as an
actor, writer and producer. He started his entertainment career as a lead actor on the hit
South African soapie ‘Backstage’ in 2003, before venturing behind the scenes. From here, he
honed his skills in scriptwriting and TV production, eventually writing, creating, and producing
flagship prime-time drama series for the South African national broadcaster (SABC). Katleho
continues to write and create for all of Burnt Onion Productions award winning shows.
Rethabile Ramaphakela – Director, Producer
Rethabile Ramaphakela is an award-winning South African television producer and writer. She
holds a BA degree in Motion Picture Medium from AFDA and has completed a screenwriting
course from the New York Film Academy. Rethabile has worked across many formats and
genres in the film and television space. She kick-started her career as a kids’ presenter on
SABC, KTV and Supersport. Behind the camera, Rethabile has created and written successful
and popular comedy TV series that include the award-winning mockumentary series ‘CheckCoast ’(2014), the sitcom ‘Thuli noThulani (2017) ’and the comedy drama series ‘Bedford
Wives ’(2017).
In 2019, Rethabile was named a Producer to Watch from Africa at the MIPTV market in
Cannes.
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Tshepo Ramaphakela – Producer
Tshepo Ramaphakela is an award-winning South African television producer. He has, through
Burnt Onion Productions, produced hundreds of hours of television, including award winning
dramas and sitcoms ‘Bedford Wives ’(currently available on Amazon Prime), ‘My Perfect
Family ’and the SAFTA award winning comedy series ‘Check Coast ’and ‘Thuli NoThulani’.
With over eight years of experience as an analyst and statistician, Tshepo brings his financial
and managerial experience to Burnt Onion Productions.
Lwazi Mvusi – Writer
Lwazi Mvusi holds a Bachelors’ Degree in Motion Picture from AFDA, an Honours degree in
Creative Writing from the University of Witwatersrand, and a Master’s degree in Film and
TV from the University of the Witwatersrand.
She has written for a number of South African sitcoms and dramas along with writing and
directing ‘The State’, a 24-minute science fiction short film that debuted at the African
Diaspora Film Festival in New York in 2014.
Lwazi has written for numerous success TV comedies, including Burnt Onion Productions’
sitcom ‘My Perfect Family’.

She was the co-headwriter on the 13-part drama titled

‘Grassroots’ for 1Magic, produced by Clive Morris Productions. She wrote and directed the
26-part comedy drama ‘Makoti’ with Urban Brew Studios for SABC 1. She is currently the head
writer for sitcom ‘Cash & Carry’, produced by Coal Stove for SABC 2 and ‘Black Tax’ for BET
with Rous House Productions.
She wrote and directed her debut feature, ‘Farewell Ella Bella’, which was selected for
competition at the Durban International Film Festival, Zanzibar International Film Festival, the
Festival International de Cinema et Memoire Commune in Morocco, the Africa in Motion Film
Festival in Scotland and the Africa International Film Festival in Nigeria. She has co-written a
second feature film ‘Uncovered’, directed by Zuko Nodada.
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Kabelo Thathe – Director of Photography
While he would prefer more hours in the day to perfect the shot, there is not a lot Kabelo
Thathe would change about his job. Having finished high school in Minnesota, Kabelo soon
realised that he was deeply influenced by everything he saw and experienced around him. He
sees the world in pictures, particularly beautiful ones, so he made it his job to become a
cinematographer. Finding frames that resonate with people is where he gets his kicks. Kabelo
has shot for many popular commercials and drama series in South Africa, including the
international drama series, ‘MTV Shuga’. Kabelo has lensed on Akin Omotoso’s awardwinning feature film ‘Vaya’ (2016) as well as the 2019 feature ‘The Ghost and the House of
Truth’.
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END CREDITS
CAST
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Dineo

FULU MUGOVHANI

Delivery Man

THABO MALEMA

Pam

TIFFANY BARBUZANO

Nick

CRAIG JACKSON

Noni

TUMI MORAKE

Mam ’Thandi

XOLILE TSHABALALA

Lunga

BOHANG MOEKO

Max

YONDA THOMAS

Hotel Receptionist

MPHO OSEI-TUTU

Cedric

TREVOR GUMBI

Security Guard

MTHUNZI NTOYI

Pastor

KABOMO VILAKAZI

Club Guy

MOJAK LEHOKO

DJ Fresh

AS HIMSELF

Timothy

WAYNE VAN ROOYEN

Real Estate Agent

SALAMINA MOSESE

Dineo’s Mom

CONNIE CHIUME

Gugu

LIHLE DHLOMO

Tebza

KATLEHO RAMAPHAKELA

Kgwana

KEVIN MONDLI THUSI

Man on Leash

PULE SKOSANA

DJ Olwee

AS HIMSELF

Lasizwe Dambuza

AS HIMSELF

Leroy

SHELDON LAWRENCE
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Drunken Karaoke Man

THATHO MOJELEFA

Make Out Guys

HUMELO PIKOLI
THANDO ZWANE

Office Party DJ 1

RETHABILE RAMAPHAKELA

Office Party DJ 2

HLOGI SEPOTA

Receptionist

ELSA DU PLESSIS

Noni Work Receptionist

LYNETTE STEENKAMP

Female Karaoke Singers

MPHO SITHOLE
LINDA NJOTINI

Club Suitors

SIYANDA TOTO
EMMANUEL NDIWENI
LETLHOHONOLO SEKGABI
SIYANDA TOTO

DJ Fresh’s Manager

BUSISIWE MAJOLA

Bath Towel Stripper

ZAMA SIBISI

Lunga’s Parents

ANNA SENGADI
JABULANI ZWANE

Bar Male Patrons

SABELO SIBEKO
MICHAEL JACOBS

Muneer

MUNEER BADAT

Bridesmaids

TLOTLO THOANE
HLENGIWE COTILDA MJWARA
MAWANDE NXUMALO
ANGEL MANZINI

Groomsmen

KGOTSO NTHUTANG
PIET TANA
JABULANI GUMEDE
SIHLE NGWENYA

Strippers
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YOLANDA GOSO
Hobo

NKOSINATHI NTANZI

CREW
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Script Editor

TRACEY-LEE RAINERS

Script Supervisor

SIFUNDO NTULI

Production Manager

LIHLE DHLOMO

Production Coordinator

ISABELLA MOSIME

Production Assistant

BENJAMIN HLONGWANE

Production Runner

TUMELO MASHEGO

Second Assistant Director

BOITSHWARO SEPATO

Third Assistant Director

NASHLUCKY MAGOBANE

Casting Assistant

GUGU JIYANE

Focus Puller

DRIKUS VAN DER MERWE

Loader

BIANCA NAVARRIA

DIT

WENTZEL BURGER

Data Wrangler & DIT Trainee

WINSTON MOEKETSI

VT Operator

ABEL CHIMANE MOKOENA

Camera Intern

MATSHANE LIZO MOGALE

Location Sound Recordist

TSHEPO MABOTJA

Boomswinger

TSHEPO MAKOPO

Gaffer

THAMI XHOSA

Best Boy

THOMAS RAPESO

Trainee Spark

THABO MOFOKENG
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Generator Operators

ABEL PHOSWA
PIETER KGOAHLA

Lighting Intern

KGABO JONES MABITSELA

Key Grips

BAFANA LANGE

Grips Best Boy Trainees

JOHANNES TAETSANE
LEHLOGONOLO PAPI NYALOKO

Props Master

NADINE BOTHA

Set Dresser

TSHEPO MOLALE

Art Department Standby

JOSEPH JUNIOR SINGO

Art Department Assistants

UNATHI SIGMLA
ARTHUR MASOKO

Art Department Casuals

XOLANI MDOTHO
JOHNNY MAKGALA

Wardrobe Assistant

BOITUMELO MOCHEKO

Wardrobe Standby

MUSA ZUNGU

Wardrobe Trainee

BUSISIWE MCHUNU

Make-up Supervision

HOUSE OF QUEEN

Key Make Up & Hair

NONHLANHLA NDLOVU

Make-up & Hair

KARABO MAKAMA

Make Up Trainees

UYSILE NTSONDWANE
NOMAGUGU SIBULI

Location Scout

MIKAELA RAMALEBO

Unit Manager

SIBUSUSIO HLONGWANE

Unit Assistants

MALIBONGWE HLONGWANE
MOSES NZIMANDE
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Set Security

ANDREW NDLOVU

Set Catering & Craft

ACCESS EVENT CATERERS

Production Accountant

MUSARURWA ALOIS

Accounts Assistant

ADMIRE MANYERUKE

Production Insurance

GIB INSURANCE BROKERS

Completion Bonders

HOLLARD FILM GUARANTORS

POST PRODUCTION

Graphics and Titles

FAIRCHILD CREATIVE

Assistant Editor

TREVOR MABASO

Post-Production Services

TOAST POST

Dubbing Mixer

JANNO MÜLLER

Track & Foleys

TIM PRINGLE
MELANIE ROBERTSON

Grade

BLADE UNIVERSE

Colourist

BONOLO MOLEFE

Indigenous Film Distribution

HELEN KUUN
JANA ERASMUS
THANDEKA ZWANA
CENETTA WAGNER

Trailers & Micro Videos

RUANE VAN ROOYEN
BEARWITNESS
RED RABBIT
DIGITAL MEDIA STUDIO

Key Art Design
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Unit Publicist

DAVID ALEX

Unit Stills

SUZY BERNSTEIN

Behind the Scenes

SNATCHED PRODUCTIONS
THATO MALULEKE
HLOGI SEPOTA
ZAMO MATSETELA

Background Artists

VICKY’S CASTING
BECKY’S CASTING
ZANES ARTIST MANAGEMENT
FANCY FACES

“Sana lwam”
Label: Muthaland Entertainment/Ghetto Ruff
Composers: Bonginkosi Dlamini/Kabelo Ikaneng
Publisher: Muthaland Entertainment (Pty) Ltd

“Stimela Sase Zola”
Composed by Mbongeni Ngema
Under license from Gallo Music Publishers
“Midnight Starring”
Performed by: DJ Maphorisa, RudeBoyz & Distruction Boyz feat. DJ Tira
Composers: T. Sekowe/ B. Gqulu/ S. Twisha/ DJ Tira/ Destruction Boys/ Rudeboyz
Licenced courtesy of Sony Music Entertainment Africa (Pty) Ltd Publishers: Sony Music
Publishing South Africa (Pty) Ltd/ Sheer Publishing
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"Sheba" - Performed by Lucky Mahabele
Lyrics by - Lucky Mahabele
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio
"S'thandwa Sami (Down by the River) - Performed by Naomi "Narno" Mashwama
Lyrics by - Naomi "Narno" Mashwama
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Bad Girl" - Performed by Samukelo Mahlalela
Lyrics by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Indoda Yami" - Performed by Birdee
Lyrics by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Music by Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Boys" - Performed by Naomi "Narno" Mashwama
Lyrics by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Iyeza" - Performed by Nqobile "Billz" Mkhatshwa
Lyrics by - Nqobile "Billz" Mkhatshwa
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio
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"Thando Lwethu (remix)" - Performed by Thabo Wayne Tserema
Lyrics by - Thabo Wayne Tserema
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Too late for Sorry" - Performed by Sizwe Osbourne Shakung
Lyrics by - Ozzy Motlakase
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Higher than the Day" - Performed by MickeyGreene
Lyrics by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

"Beautiful" - Performed by Naomi "Narno" Mashwama
Lyrics by - Naomi "Narno" Mashwama
Music by - Samukelo Mahlalela
Produced by - PixelWave Audio

Social media winners
Nthabiseng Sebota
Siyanda Toto

SPECIAL THANKS TO…
DJ FRESH
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MEDIA FILM SERVICE
SILVERSTAR CASINO
AMOS & SHEILA RAMAPHAKELA
TILT
HULISANI RAVELE
MICHELLE TISSONG
TSHEGOFATSO TLHOLOE
KATLEGO TLHOLOE
KGAOGELO MTHIMUNYE
CLIFTON MOLEPO
LESEDI MOTHLABANE
KETRICE MAITISA
KEITUMETSE LEKABA
MUVHANGO NDOU
NQOBILE TSHABANGU
NEO MATSONENG
BONGI MTHOMBENI
OLWETHU THANDO MLOTSHWA
MALESEDI MOSALA

A Burnt Onion Production

In Association with
The Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited
The National Film and Video Foundation

And
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Produced with the assistance of
The Department of Trade and Industry South Africa
Who does not accept any liability for the content
and does not necessarily support such content.

DISCLAIMER
The events depicted in this movie are fictitious. Any similarity to any person living or dead is
merely coincidental.

© SERIOUSLY SINGLE (RF) PTY LTD 2019
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